
Thank you Donna, I appreciate your dedication as well as informing me that the letter will 

become part of the listed Village communications. 

I am going to send you shortly a message which I'd like you to forward immediately to our 

mayor, BOT and to the Village manager and Highway dept head. 

It concerns the lack of regards by most Scarsdale pedestrians, joggers and cyclists for others 

when they are outdoors in public areas without a mask or face cover. 

Just got off the Hutch and saw the electronic sign on the PKY stating, " Save lives Cover your 

face." Totally Approve!!! 

These recommendations made by the CDC and by our Governor. Countless Scarsdalians with 

their children, walk on our sidewalks (only 3 feet wide) and streets without a mask. And 

when we politely remind them to cover their faces, many use rude replies or ignore us. No 

solidarity, very disappointing when we need to do the best for the others as well as 

for ourselves during this crisis. 

There are more than 300 positive Covid 19 cases in Scarsdale alone and many, many deaths...  

We need a repeated initiative in all our neighborhoods with the usage of electronic boards 

stating the above request. Our mayor, BOT, officials and responsible citizens need to  

take a more proactive stance. We count on you to spread the word. You have closed the parks 

and playgrounds, very good! Now have everyone cover their faces! 

 

We would appreciate a reply from the above officials when they receive this email as to when 

they will be taking action regarding the COVER YOUR FACE initiative. 

Thank you. We cannot procrastinate to prevent this most contagious virus to spread. It used to 

be 6 foot safe-distance, now they say 10 foot safe distance. 

 

 

All the best, 

 

Jeannie and Bernard Mackler 

 

PS: Donna please send this email, as is, to all the Scarsdale officials I listed. Thank you as always. 

 


